FAMILY GAMES > 10 DOWN

10 Down is an elegant card game of sequence and set
collecting. Draw and discard on each turn to create a
Run of 1 to 10.
Call “10 Down” and that’s a hand worth 1 point. Earn
bonus points by making Color Runs of 3 or more with
the same 10 cards. Call your hand right away or press
your luck to improve your Color Runs. It’s up to you.
Mission Cards add another level and strategy and fun.
Casual yet strategic, 10 Down is a modern twist on
Rummy, with a classic feel.

10 Down
Item: CSE-FSG0105
Ages: 8 to adult
Contents: 1) 100 Number cards, 2) 50 tokens,
3) 10 Mission cards, 4) illustrated instructions
Single item: 8” x 5” x 2”
Case pack: 12 pieces
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FAMILY GAMES > JUNK IN MY TRUNK

The circus grounds are a mess after another great
show. Clean up duties fall to the elephants. Using
their trunks like vacuums, they suck up all the junk.
Once their trunks are full, the elephants play a game
to see who can get all of that junk blown out to the
trash first.
Designed by David Coleson, Junk In My Trunk is a
whimsical, quick and entertaining casual game
inspired by the classic Swedish card game Vändtia.

Junk In My Trunk
Item: CSE-FSG0106
Ages: 8 to adult
Contents: 1) 108 cards, 2) illustrated instructions
Single item: 4” x 6” x 1.5”
Case pack: 12 pieces
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FAMILY GAMES > LOUD ABOUT

Loud About is a fast-paced party game of “action
memory” that will make you and your friends do and
say wild and hilarious things. It’s ideal for both family
parties and late-night shenanigans. Players must
select actions and words to be loud about. The goal is
to quickly act out and shout out those actions and
words faster than your opponents.
In each round of Loud About, a Topic Card is drawn, for
example “Dance Moves”. Everyone at the table then
chooses a dance move and an action based on that
dance move. The key is to remember everyone else’s
dance move and action, because on each turn, you’ll
have to ACT IT OUT and SHOUT IT OUT!
The player to collect the most victory cards wins the
round.

Loud About
Item: CSE-FSG0104
Ages: 8 to adult
Contents: 1) 58 game cards, 2) 7 Slap tiles,
3) 30 Topic Cards, 4) illustrated instructions
Single item: 8” x 5” x 2”
Case pack: 12 pieces
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FAMILY GAMES > QUARTEX

Quartex is an award-winning and engaging abstract
strategy tile game for the whole family. A board game
and puzzle in one.
Play your tiles by matching and placing them beside
other tiles already in play. If your tile completes a
four-corner shape, you earn a point token of that
color. But here’s the fun twist – as the number of
tokens collected increases, their value decreases.
So every time you complete a shape and earn a token
you can affect the score of every player at the table.
Because players decide where tiles are placed, the
shape of every game of Quartex is unique!

Quartex
Item: CSE-FSG0102
Ages: 8 to adult
Contents: 1) 55 tiles, 2) 40 tokens, 3) 5 shields
4) velvet bag, 5) illustrated instructions
Single item: 8” x 8” x 2”
Case pack: 6 pieces
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SPORTS GAMES > FANTASY FANTASY BASEBALL

Fantasy Fantasy Baseball is a game where players
battle through a season of fantasy baseball with a
roster of - that’s right - fantasy creatures.
Fantasy Fantasy Baseball is one part fantasy, one part
fantasy baseball, one part baseball cards, with a pinch
of satire.
Instead of the typical fantasy baseball experience
taking months to play, the entire Fantasy Fantasy
Baseball experience is boiled down to 10 minutes per
player. The amazing fantasy creature art provides
something for the baseball fan and gamer in all of us.
Baseball fans will enjoy all the subtle and
not-so-subtle baseball references, but you don’t have
to be a sports fan to have a lot of fun with this game.

Fantasy Fantasy Baseball
Item: CSE-FFS0001
Ages: 10 to adult
Contents: 1) 65 Character Cards, 2) 60 Win Cards,
3) 30 Event Cards, 4) 5 Team Cards, 6) 5 Wizard
Manager minis, 7) 1 "No Crying / Rain Delay"
token, 8) 25 Scoring markers, 9) 2 Game Boards,
10) Illustrated instructions
Single item: 8” x 10” x 2.25”
Case pack: 6 pieces
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SPORTS GAMES > NHL FASTRACK

NHL Fastrack is a new take on table hockey.
Described as “finger hockey” by some, NHL Fastrack is
a game of non-stop action, accuracy and speed. Use
the elastic cord to fling the pucks through the
opening at center ice and on your opponent’s side.
Get all the pucks on your opponent’s side and you
win the period.
Your accuracy needs to be right on the mark as the
opening at center ice is only a quarter of an inch
wider than the pucks. It takes poise and a steady
hand to win at NHL Fastrack. This all-wooden,
well-constructed game makes for great competitive
hockey fun.

NHL Fastrack
Item: CSE-NHL0106
Ages: 5 to adult
Contents: 1) wooden game board,
2) 10 resin pucks, 3) illustrated rules
Single item: 14” x 8.5” x 1.5”
Case pack: 6 pieces

Fastrack is a multiple award-winner, including being
named a finalist for the prestigious “Specialty Toy of
the Year” by the Toy Industry Association.
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SPORTS GAMES > NHL SPOT IT!

CSE Games is proud to present NHL Spot It! One of the
most popular card games in the world, Spot It is a fast
and furious card game that tests your speed and
recognition.
NHL Spot It takes only seconds to set up and it’s
compact size and attractive tin packaging makes it a
perfect travel game for players ages 7 and up.
There is always one - and only one - matching logo or
symbol between any two cards. ‘Spot it’ and you win!
A sharp eye and a little bit of speed is all it takes to
become a Spot It master.
Spot It is a multiple award-winning card game,
including being named a finalist for the prestigious
“Game of the Year” by the Toy Industry Association.

NHL Spot It!
Item: CSE-NHL0105
Ages: 7 to adult
Contents: 1) 55 cards, 2) tin box,
3) illustrated rules
Single item: 5.3” x 5.3” x 3”
Case pack: 12 pieces
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SPORTS GAMES > NHL ICE BREAKER

You get all the great action of the game on the ice
with NHL Ice Breaker; it’s easy to learn and makes
for competitive hockey fun.
NHL Ice Breaker combines the strategy and
decision-making of playing cards with the speed
and intensity of NHL hockey. The 54-card deck
allows you to take the shots, make the saves and
deliver the big hits.
A multiple award-winning game, NHL Ice Breaker
features all 30 National Hockey League teams.
Lead your favourite team all the way to the
Stanley Cup.
UPDATED
FOR 2016

NHL Ice Breaker
Item: CSE-NHL0102
Ages: 8 to adult
Contents: 1) game board, 2) 54-card deck,
3) mini puck, 4) Team Cards, 5) rulebook
6) quick-start rulesheet
Single item: 8” x 10” x 2.25”
Case pack: 6 pieces
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SPORTS GAMES > HAND-OFF FOOTBALL

NEW
EDITION!

Designs subject to change
Hand-Off combines the strategy and decision-making
of playing cards with the drama and tension of college
football.

College Football Hand-Off
Item: CSE-FBL0102
Ages: 10 to adult
Contents: 1) game board, 2) 54-card deck,
3) referee & football yard markers, 4) dice,
5) Team Cards, 6) quick-start rulesheet
7) Illustrated rulebook
Single item: 8” x 10” x 2.25”
Case pack: 6 pieces

Hand-Off lets you take control of the action – bust out
a big run, throw a game-breaking long bomb, make
the big open-field tackle, or pick off the pass and take
it the other way for a touchdown.
Hand-Off also helps fans of all ages familiarize
themselves with the decision-making, complexities
and language of college football.

Top 10 Card Game of the Year &
Top 10 Football Board Game of All-Time

For one to four players, Hand-Off is easy to learn and
takes about 45 minutes to play.
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NHL PUZZLES & MORE
NHL® VINTAGE HOCKEY PUZZLES
The artwork of renowned hockey artist Daniel
Parry is featured in his paintings Vintage Hockey
Skates and Vintage Hockey Gloves. CSE Games is
pr
proud to be working with Daniel to bring his
cla
classic works to NHL fans. A fantastic way to get
tthe family around the table for some casual fun.
th

Item: CSE-NHL0202 / CSE-NHL0203
Ages: 5 to adult
Contents: 1) 1,000-piece puzzle (20” x 27“)
Single item: 8” x 8” x 3”
Case pack: 12 pieces

NHL® STANDINGS BOARD
This slick, colourful, framed magnetic
Standings Board is a fun way to keep track of
your favourite team’s progress throughout
the NHL season. Included are magnetic mini
pucks for all 30 NHL teams. And yes, it has
been realigned for the new 2013-14 NHL
divisions.
Hang your Standings Board on the wall and
arrange the team pucks on the board to track
first through 7th (or 8th) place in each
division.

Item: CSE-NHL0201
Ages: 5 to adult
Contents: 1) board, 2) 30 NHL team pucks
Single item: 23” x 14.5” x 1”
Case pack: 6 pieces

At the regular season’s end, move the
magnets of the playoff teams to the center
playoff bracket and track all the action
through to the Stanley Cup Final.
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